Pseudocerus bifurcus, behaviours such as penis-fencing are favoured to avoid receiving sperm [19]. Thus, the opposite pattern of a universal preference for playing the male role can also emerge.
Andrew Hudson
Cell fates at the apex of plant shoots are controlled by homeobox transcription factors of the KNOX-I family. KNOX-I genes act as selectors of meristem cell identity; their activity is needed to distinguish cells of the shoot apical meristem (SAM) from those of leaves ( Figure 1A) , and ectopic KNOX-I expression can confer SAM-like identity on leaves. For any transcription factor that controls cell identity, one major question is how that identity is realised through regulation of target genes. Two papers [1, 2] published recently in Current Biology report evidence that two plant hormones, gibberellin and cytokinin, together mediate the KNOX-I control of SAM cell identity.
Control of cell fate in the SAM has long been known to involve KNOX-I genes. KNOX-I expression is characteristic of the SAMs of diverse land plants [3] and is lost from peripheral cells as they are specified as leaf initials ( Figure  1B ). For example, activity of the KNOX-I gene SHOOT MERISTEMLESS (STM) is needed to prevent cells of the Arabidopsis apex expressing leaf genes and differentiating, giving rise to embryos without SAMs [4] . Conversely, ectopic STM expression in developing leaves confers characteristics of the peripheral SAM and is sufficient to specify complete SAMs when expressed ectopically with the distantly related transcription factor WUSCHEL, which promotes central cell identity [5] .
Earlier work [6] had shown that STM is needed in the SAM to maintain low gibberellin levels and inhibit expression of the GA20-ox1 gene, which encodes a ratelimiting enzyme of gibberellin biosynthesis. GA20-ox1 expression is normally confined to leaves, where gibberellin levels are high, but exluded from the apex by STM activity. Two lines of evidence suggested that repression of GA20-ox1 by STM is functionally relevant. Firstly, the interaction is likely to be direct -KNOX-I protein can bind a regulatory sequence in the GA-20 oxidase gene of tobacco [7] . Secondly, the effects of KNOX-I activity are partly dependent on an ability to respond to gibberellin. For instance the spindly (spy) mutation, which mimics high gibberellin levels by allowing a constitutive gibberellin response [ These experiments supported the hypothesis that STM acts in the SAM by repressing gibberellin levels and increasing cytokinin levels ( Figure 1B) . Jasinski et al.
[1] further tested the effects of mimicking a leaf-like hormonal environment by overexpressing an enzyme that degrades cytokinin and using the spy mutation to increase gibberellin signalling. Decreasing cytokinin levels led to a shoot meristemless phenotype only in a spy mutant background. Thus regulation of gibberellin and cytokinin levels can account for the role of STM in promoting SAM identity in embryogenesis, although STM might have other direct targets later in development. Other potential targets of direct KNOX-I control include genes involved in the synthesis of the cell wall polymer, lignin [11] . The enhanced effects of low cytokinin in a spy mutant background also suggested that gibberellin and cytokinin are regulated independently by STM, and not, for example, that STM decreases gibberellin which in turn increases cytokinin.
Jasinski et al.
[1] did, however, find evidence for a subtle interplay between the two hormones involving genes (GA2ox) encoding GA2-oxidase, an enzyme responsible for deactivating gibberellin. As for an orthologue in rice [12] , the Arabidopsis GA2ox genes are expressed at the base of leaf primordia where they might prevent gibberellin synthesised in leaves reaching the SAM. Expression of one GA2ox gene was promoted by cytokinin; its expression domain was expanded by applying cytokinin and reduced in the cytokinin receptor mutant wol. Therefore cytokinin might promote destruction of gibberellin at the SAM-leaf boundary by increasing GA2ox activity. This interaction is suggested as a mechanism that could help refine the boundary between cells with SAM or leaf identity -a process which is expected to be particularly important when the molecules mediating cell fate are mobile.
Gibberellin and cytokinin have antagonistic effects in a number of processes -suggested to reflect convergence of cytokinin and gibberellin signals on the SPY protein [13] or incompatibility in the effects of cytokinin on cell division and gibberellin on cell expansion [8] . Such antagonism could further discourage specification of cells with intermediate identities at the SAM-leaf boundary. One of the many questions raised by these findings is how a high concentration of cytokinin, which can affect leaf development [14] , is itself restricted to the SAM.
